
Bean Stitch Coasters

For this project you will need a 5mm/H hook and a skein of worsted weight yarn, 
4 ply for the US and 10 ply for AU.

Abbreviations

ch = chain
sl st = slip stitch
sk a st = skip a stitch
YO = yarn over
DC = double crochet
sts = stitches

To start:
ch 4 and sl st into the beginning st.

Round 1
ch 2, this will not count as first stitch, DC 12 into ring, sl st into beginning DC (12 
sts)

Round 2
ch 1 and insert hook into first stitch and pull up a loop, YO and insert hook into 
same stitch, repeat 1 more time, 6 loops on hook, YO and pull through all 6 
loops, ch 1. Insert your hook into next stitch and pull up a loop, YO and insert 
hook into same stitch and repeat 1 more time, 6 loops on hook, YO and pull 



through all 6 loops, ch 1. Repeat into all sts around. (12 bean sts.)

Round 3
repeat round 2, doing a bean stitch in every stitch. No need to ch 1 after the last 
Bean stitch of the round, just sl st into beginning stitch (24 bean sts)

Round 4 
ch 1 and turn your work.*Do a bean stitch in the same stitch you just sl 
stitched into. *Sk a st, then do a bean stitch* (work your sts in the left of 2 
stitches that on top of the bean stitches) and repeat. No need to ch 1 after the 
last bean stitch, just sl st into the top of the first stitch. ch 1 and turn your work. 
(26 bean sts)



Round 5
ch 1 and turn your work. sk first stitch and do a bean stitch in the next, then 
repeat *Sk a st, then do a bean stitch* at end of round. sl st into the top of the 
first stitch. Ch 1 and cut your yarn, leave a tail long enough to be worked in with 
a tapestry needle.
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